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Into the Blue Eye
You saw beyond the hardened
way I presented myself to the
world and into the deepest
recesses of my consciousness.
You saw that I was hungry. We
stayed up most nights talking
ourselves in circles. You dumped
philosophy books into me, so I
didn’t have to read them, you
told me stories and made me
howl with laughter until I cried.
You held me closely and I felt
suspended in rosy haze, un-
touchable but able to see
everything laid in front of me
with perfect clarity. You’re the
one who put me in the maze, but
you were there at the end, so
that when I saw you, I called you
beneficent. I suppose that was
your greatest expedition, and
you did it for the same reason I
did.

Now, I can hardly sleep, and
there’s no one around to talk to. I
dream about falling and gaining
speed until I light on fire. I can’t
tell anyone about this or else
they’d worry, but you would
understand. I watch the sun go
down every forty-five minutes.
My favorite thing is flying over
someplace when it’s night and
seeing it lit up in arteries of
orange. I try to pick one pixel in
my field of view and imagine it’s
light coming from a single
person’s house. The Pale Orange
Dot. Maybe a lively party. Maybe
a businesswoman packing for a
trip. Maybe an office building
with deadlines that don’t rest.
Maybe you, hunched over your
desk, scribbling something that
doesn’t mean anything, maybe
writing to me. It’s an infini-
tesimally small percentage, but I
always hope you keep yourself

bathed in light in our lonely old
house, that you are maybe the
source of the Pale Orange Dot.

The last time we went to the
Museum of Science, you said you
wished the solar system display
was built to scale, stretching into
the heart of Boston almost like
the Freedom Trail does. You
stood behind me with your arm
around my shoulder as I con-
templated that model of the sun,
trying to wrap my head around
how big it was, how much taller
than me you are.

After you left that day, I went
home and looked at my split
ends for hours, wondering if they
were branches or cliffs, or if they
held whole civilizations. Exer-
cises in scale. Nothing makes me
feel more like a bug than looking
out over this world whose ends I
couldn’t even fathom before I got
here, and now I could hold it in
the palm of my hand. My time on
the ISS, an eyeblink of my life;
one lifetime, an eyeblink of hu-
manity; humanity, an eyeblink of
the Earth; the Earth, an eye-
blink of the existence of the uni-
verse. Am I nothing but a
microbe on someone else’s skin?

Yes, and so? you’d say. You
worshiped in the church of
synectics. You only understood
by making the strange familiar,
and the familiar strange. I used
to flounder in arguments with
you, not understanding how to
traffic in analogy quite like you
did, unable to express myself…
until one day, you were telling
me about some Jungian arche-
type, and you said to me, “the
sun has a phallus.” And I
thought about it for a moment,
and I said to you, “No, the sun is

a phallus.” That seemed to
satisfy you. I didn’t really know
what I meant by it at the time,
not until some time later, when
with you within me, I’d lost all
trepidation and was seeing
stars—I mean, really seeing
them.

Damn… I don’t belong up
here. It should be you.

You put me on the Soyuz the
way you used to put me on the
86 when we first met. Do you
remember? Never the first one to
leave, staying faithfully until I
would say, “I have to go.” I used
to fumble with my notebooks,
taking them out of my backpack
and flipping through them a
while before putting them back,
knowing I was breaking my rule
of never missing the bus on
purpose, and feigning surprise
when I’d walk out of William
James Hall to see the yellow
stripe zip by me without stop-
ping. I’m sure you knew I was
stalling just to steal a little more
time with you. Even if it was
another half-hour, even if it was
freezing cold or pouring rain, you
were steady. I’d see the next bus
approach after however long and
hurriedly say, “I have to go,” and
you’d say, “Cheers,” or “See you
next week.” In Baikonur, I held
you tight to me, holding back
tears I couldn’t possibly show,
and what you said was, “I’m
really going to miss you.”

Will I see you again? Was there
finality in your voice when you
said that, or cautious optimism?
We are both bored easily and
need to be kept occupied. It’s
impossible to pretend that isn’t
the truth.

Kimi Vesel

DearBacchus,

Nothing could have pre-
pared me for the experience
of sitting alone in the cupola
of the ISS for the first time.
No amount of training or
preparation, no Antarctic
winter, no advanced degree,
no battery of tests, no tin can
–on Earth or otherwise–could
have stifled or mitigated this
sublime confluence of emo-
tions running flush through
me. I can’t ascribe it a name.
Sadness like a child sucking
in his last gulp of tantrum air
before sinking magically into
sleep. Joy more profound
than falling in love. Loneli-
ness more frigid and com-
plete than anything I’ve ever
known, making me question
if I’ve ever really met another
human being in my lifetime

or just looked at myself too
long in the mirror (even
though I’m aware my crew
members are all finally fast
asleep, not too far away from
me). Could all my memories
be nothing but fictitious
creations of my own making?
Is this really all there is?

I was not ready. It’s space
now that feels the most true,
while the Earth in the
distance looks like nothing
more than a paltry play-
thing.

Which is to say, I miss you
dearly and horribly.

All I ever wanted to do
while I was living on Earth
was to escape, to imagine, to
pursue frontiers at the limits
of my capability. To see them
for a brief moment and be
able to say for the rest of my
life that I did. I did it for no

other reason than because it
was there.

I’ve been this way since I
was a little girl who refused
to take naps, instead
climbing down into all the
crawl spaces of my parents’
house. I used to get lost in
the forest in our backyard,
coming back full of scrapes
but brimming with joy each
time. There was a family
vacation in Europe once
when we missed our connec-
tion at Charles de Gaulle,
and I scared the woman at
the desk half to death with
my fluent French, getting us
on the next flight to Milan,
hanging off the counter on
my forearms because I could
hardly see over it. I was born
for it.

You knew this about me,
and you even grew it in me.

FICTION | SHORT STORY
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The Human Factors screening
people thought they had
everything accounted for, but
you just have to know the right
things to say. It’s comical how
easy it is to feign, when I hardly
know what I’m feeling half the
time. I don’t know if I should be
proud or angry or elated or
disappointed that I’m in this tin
can to begin with.

Can you help me figure it out?
Are you there? Can you hear me?
I don’t think you’re capable of it,
but I hope you don’t resent me.
You didn’t know the right things
to say. You said the true things
and thought they were the right
ones. You’ve always been of the
opinion that setting up guards
for people to unravel until they
find your ‘true self’ was a waste
of time: why be the block of
marble when you could just be
David at the outset? I admired
you for that. The magnificence,
the chaos, the complexity. I felt
it from the moment I met you,
and it drew me to you, but you
can't seduce HFBP with chaos.
They don’t care for complexity or
artistry. They only want to know
if you can do the job without
going ballistic or not.

You almost had it, I still believe
that. I believe it because I did
everything in my power to set
you up for it, so all you had to do
was walk into that room and
open your mouth, and they
would realize they’d be idiots not
to send you. From the beginning,
you were my twin in mind and
life. We studied under the same
people in Strasbourg and built
our very own broken French

dialect. We tore through the
Earth together–dives in the
Galapagos, hikes in Patagonia,
those endless, blurring days in
Singapore City where we did
nothing but read poems out loud
to each other and wear out the
hotel bed. Our winter at
McMurdo… I swear, I thought it
was a sure thing after McMurdo.
We’d been training with all the
same people for years by then.
You wrapped your arms around
me the night I broke down crying
because I hadn’t seen the sun in
months. You swaddled me like a
child. I brought you the whole
way with me because you needed
someone to vouch for you, and I
needed someone to sing me to
sleep.

I thought it was a sure thing
after that. It'd be so cruel of
them not to send us together. I
couldn’t even imagine traipsing
through the modules of the ISS
without you. Your long hair,
sticking straight up—imagine! It
would’ve been so different than
McMurdo, because it lies so
outside the bounds of anything
we’ve seen or known or ima-
gined. What I’d give to have you
see what I see right now: this
globe, dressed in cumulus clouds,
the perfect mathematics in its
curve. It would have excited you
beyond measure. We’d barrel
down the corridors in somer-
saults like two kids racing down
flat escalators at the airport,
squeeze into one sleeping pod if
they’d let us. What I was looking
most forward to, though, would
have been hearing all your wild
ideas, spoken with such con-
viction that even I couldn’t help
but emphatically believe
them. “Why don’t we buy the

Tycho crater? I’ll build you a
house there. While everyone’s
trying to figure out how to
colonize Mars, we could make a
break for it,” you’d say.

“You can’t just build a house
on the Tycho crater,” I’d say,
“you’d need the raw materials
first.”

“And so?” you’d say and
shrug. “I’ll 3D-print them.” With
you, it was always that simple.

The first thing I ever remember
thinking about you was that you
talked too much. You had some
wild ideas (you never hesitated
to express them in our classes),
but I was so curious about you. I
wanted you to tell me if you
thought the next Great Amer-
ican Novel could possibly be
written by AI. I wanted you to
tell me if you thought… a hot
dog was a sandwich, just to hear
it from you! But I was worried
sick for you the morning you
went to have your metrics done.
You weren’t worried in the
slightest—when you got home
and I asked you how it went, all
you said was, “Great!”. I’d done
mine the week before and was so
exhausted by being scanned and
measured and venipunctured
and asked the same questions so
many goddamn times in a row
that I thought there was no way
it could’ve gone that great.

But then, I remembered that
was just the way you were:
incapable of mental gymnastics
and incapable of subtext, which
is exactly what they looked for.
And so, I tried not to read too
much into it. I won’t even go
back to the memory of the day
we found out I’d been selected

You know how lonely I get,
how I crave attention—I was
in love with another man
when I met you, after all. He
didn’t even want me; we only
both prayed at the altar of
proximity. He wanted some-
one to take interest in him
and pass over him like a
mountaineer passes over a
summit, and so I did. I used
to think the only good reason
to want someone is because
they are there, and now it’s
taking every ounce of an
already negligible reservoir
of control to continue to want
you when we are an entire
world apart. But I do, oh
God, I do, and it’s become
completely divested from
proximity–I want you be-
cause we became part of a
shared psychic entity. It took
considerable time and work
to create. I poked a hole in
your consciousness, and you

asked me questions through
it. You, the mountain, took a
vested interest in the small
figure treading gingerly on
its back. Whenever I whis-
pered into the hole, you ans-
wered. And so, wherever I
went from then on, sur-
rounded by senselessness and
entropy on seemingly all
sides, I was no longer scared,
because I knew there was
always, at the very least, one
certain thing.

Now, I suppose it’s time to
take that principle and put it
to the test. I am here,
surrounded on all four sides
by wires and doodads. I don’t
know what half of them do. I
don’t fully understand all of
what microgravity is doing to
my body—I do know my
bones and muscles are get-
ting weaker, no matter how
much time I spend pedaling

away on the cycle ergometer,
and I know that my col-
leagues always complain
about the pressure building
behind their eyes. But some-
thing up here could very well
kill me, anoxia or tem-
perature or something insi-
dious much later, after I’ve
already returned to you. Or I
could end up spiraling, feel-
ing the walls of this tin can
close in on me like that Star
Wars trash compactor.

I could yell for as long as
my lungs allow, or I could
with-draw into my sleeping
pod and refuse to come out,
or I could tear wires out of
the walls, or hurl samples
from out of the freezers. I
could hurt someone. It would
be really hard to send me
back if I did. The scary part
is, I gave away so many
hours of my life to take all
these tests, and I passed
them all with ease.
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got interrupted before I got
the chance to finish my
letter. I guess I’d lost track of
time… an entire day has
passed, although time doesn’t
mean much to me anymore,
as trite as that sounds. A day
like all the rest, of studies,
maintenance on the tin can,
and pedaling away mind-
lessly on the cycle ergometer.
I seem to have lost my train
of thought, but my mind
keeps coming back to one
thing in particular, some-
thing I had completely for-
gotten about in the flurry of
training.

I tasked you with packing
my books and promised that
for the next two years, I
would only read what you
selected for me. You under-
took the task with diligence,
and I was pleased with your
selections—Wallace, James,

Dostoevsky—but it was a
thin copy of Ariel, pulsating
red at the top of the pile, that
caught my attention. Swad-
dled in the eponymous poem,
an inconspicuous tab. A
pearl. A glowing orb, a
square moon. A pill for
existential disinterest.

I put my mouth up to the
pinprick hole where we speak
to each other and said, “I
found it.” Before long, you
started to laugh.

Years before we ever met, I
went once in the early
evening to the observatory on
top of the roof at the Museum
of Science. Without even
needing to look through the
eye of a telescope, I could see
Jupiter, a single speck sus-
pended above the Boston
skyline. Beside it was the
opalescent moon. I kept look-
ing back and forth between

the two, dumbfounded, be-
cause the moon is, in fact,
forty-two times smaller than
Jupiter. But it looked so
much more real. Enough
with proximity. Untether me
from what’s real, I’ve lost the
taste for it. Send me into the
black deepness, and I’ll bring
you back a golden shape from
the fourth dimension. You
are more real to me now as a
wraith than you were as a
man in a white shirt with the
light of the boutique display
window behind you. I was
busy dreaming of you while
you were creating me and
sleeping at my feet. Before I
ever picked up the sling and
pitched a stone into the eye of
what scared and outsized me,
first I stopped and said a
prayer to it. The cosmos is
both God and Goliath, one
and the same. There’s this

for a tour and you weren’t. I
don’t ever want to return to
that dreadful, black day,
though it is seared into my
mind.

It’s funny because between
the two of us, who do you
think is truly more chaotic,
and who is more stable? If
you were David, I was his
likeness just beginning to
emerge out of the block, head
and maybe top of the
shoulders. I wanted the ap-
pearance of authenticity with
the option to retreat when it
became too burdensome.

With me, no one really
knows when they’ve reached
the deepest or most insidious
layer of my character, least of
all me. With you, what you
see is what you get. No frills.

But you weren’t David,
after all. You were

Michelangelo, seeing me fully
-formed in that block of mar-
ble, and you would sleep at
my feet every night until I
was ready.

I didn’t believe you, and I’m
sorry. Now that I’m here, I
know better. I realize what a
complicated dice roll each of
us had to take to even be
here. How many thousands of
people would be better-suited
but didn’t even get the
chance, because their country
doesn’t have a space pro-
gram, or they didn’t go to the
right school or meet the right
people. Even our crew from
McMurdo — they chapped
their nostrils looking out into
the valley of nothing with us
because it was there, and
because it was supposed to be
the prelude to the Big One,
only to be thrown off-course

by some genetic polymer-
phism or a discovery their
grandfather’s grandfather
was a raging schizophrenic,
or something uncontrollable
and banal like that. That’s
certainly what it was. It must
have been, although you
never did tell me. Why would
you? It’s none of my business.

I’m up here with sur-
vivor’s guilt, and you’re back
home wondering what all the
days of chapped nostrils were
for, if not for the opportunity
to decide for yourself if the
sight of the globe from this
distance is better than drugs.
(Which… it is. Nothing I
could possibly say can illus-
trate how much my heart
swells when I look at it.
You’ll have to take my word
for it.)

Dear Bacchus, I’m sorry, I
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prism that sits right behind
my eyes, and I use it to pre-
serve my memories in a rosy
haze. That first night in front
of William James when you
said you needed to take your-
self more seriously, and I
said, “Well, I need to take
myself less seriously, so,
sounds like a deal.” And I
was desperately trying to be
loved by someone else, but it
was the end of the summer,
in the golden hour, and you
looked just like a painter in
that white shirt, so I decided
then, even if I couldn’t touch
you, I wanted at least to fly
close. Delusions of proximity
that seemed real because
they’re quantified with the
wrong units of measurement.
The refracted image of you in
front of the boutique display
window; this time I’m shiver-
ing, but you’re telling me a
story I’m only half-listening
to, because I keep noticing
you’re standing close enough
to kiss.

But when I hover near the
cupola window, I put the

prism away, because looking
out over Earth and wit-
nessing dawn after dawn
illuminating the wild, rich
oceans reminds me of the
first time you fed me a pearl.
You told me to take a deep
breath, and asked me if I
trust you. I said, “Com-
pletely.” I was afraid, but I
meant it. To distract me, you
started talking about what it
would be like to travel to
space one day. We’d learned
so much that semester about
how we could expect to be-
have up there, and the things
we could hope to achieve in
our lifetime, that it whet our
appetites uncontrollably. You
thought about it as much as I
did. You wanted it just as
badly. We both wanted to be
the ones to contemplate and
be touched by it. We wanted
to carry those stories, to
detach ourselves partway
from our mercurial world
into an altered one of our
own making, for no other
reason than because it was
there.

I said, “Don’t you think we
might be too chaotic for them
to ever pick us?” We were on
our backs, and it started to
feel almost like we were
suspended in cool water.
Your ceiling reflected the
rivulets dancing. You turned
your head to answer me, only
I couldn’t hear you. Instead
of words, you spoke in
chimes. You looked like an
angel. We sank slowly toward
the bottom, to where the light
was emanating from. There
were seashells the size of
melons, and the sound of
celestial harps. In a moment
that stretched for one hun-
dred million years, I sensed
the weight of your body on
me, and held onto you with a
force so magnetic and for-
midable that I still wonder
what to call it.

I’m about to put the tab on
my tongue. I can’t wait to see
you again.

Faithfully yours,
Diana
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Project Animals
Loving me is like

Winning the lottery, but
Your prize is the moon

March 159th, 2020
Damn days of the week—

Can’t keep track of months either—
Today is today. 

Missed Opportunities at Harvard Square 
Station

Gone are the days of 
Getting kissed goodbye in a 

Packed subway station

2020, Photograph by Michael Ciampa

Sweating, and Somehow Still in a Pandemic
How can you still say

Warm weather kills the virus
Please, make it make sense! 

MUSICIANS
ABSTRACT ART | DENALI
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HAIKUS
POETRY | KIMI VESEL

Sweating, and Somehow Still 
in a Pandemic

How can you still say
Warm weather kills the virus
Please, make it make sense! 

Project Animals
Loving me is like

Winning the lottery, but
Your prize is the moon

March 159th, 2020
No days of the week—

Can’t keep track of months either—
Today is today. 

Missed Opportunities at 
Harvard Square Station

Gone are the days of 
Getting kissed goodbye in a 

Packed subway station

2020, Photograph by Michael Ciampa

Caption by Photographer
My fishing spot magically transformed 

into a beautiful landscape. Harwich, MA
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Big Ed
Frederick Ronan

Poem | Photography by Michael Ciampa
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Big Ed
He wants love,
Yet full of ignorance;

Some say optimist,
Heart out on the line
Ripe for the use,
They ask for this and that
They ask for money
They ask for favors
They’ve asked for everything

outside his capacity.

Ed wants love,
But he gathers tragedies;
And yet he wants to find it,
Seeping through the heaps of bygones and leftovers
Desperation reeks, attracts leeches, dregs of society.

Ed gathers tragedies,
But he wants more love—
So he ends up with more,
And the more he gets at last is tragedies.

2020, Photograph by Michael Ciampa

Caption by Photographer
This is when the nightmares started. 



Sawyer K. Ellis

Letters to Friends | Art by DENALI
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May 12, 2020
Dear Kimi,

So I may have been a bit
dramatic but I so very much
appreciate your immediate
text about the cultural differ-
ences issue. I don't know if
I've quite resolved my qualms
about it, or if I'm almost there
and pretending that the rest
will come back to bite me in
the ass, or if I don't know
anything and I'm totally just
leaving it to deal with at a
later time. All is unclear.
Feeling a lot of Plath vibes
about this for some reason.

How are you liking the Bell
Jar by the way? It's a pretty
light read. Her writing style
makes it so, but I found a lot
of heavy gems in there every
time I read it. She's my spirit
animal and an example of
how not to be in real life. I
aspire to her level in writing;
it's not her fault her husband
was a philanderer, leaving
her with two kids, penniless
in a country where she knew
no one, where he forced her to
move because he wanted to
live in his home country of
England, only to run off with
another poor unsuspecting
lady within a year or two of
the cross-Atlantic move.

Worst of all, after she offed
herself, he was still legally
her husband, even though
divorce proceedings had be-
gun. The paperwork wasn't
fully signed at the time of her
death, so he became master of
her estate, owning the rights
and royalty to all her work,
including her journals and
private letters. They’re widely
assumed to be heavily edited
by Tom Hughes, the bastard
husband, and doesn't contain
much information about him
or their marriage, even
though by eight accounts
from her mother and friends
she wrote to often, many of
her letters were devoted to
how she felt the marriage, her
husband, and how that affect-
ed her sanity and vision for
the future of her life. He is
such a leech, profiting off the
work of his wife who he drove
to suicide; a wife he resented
for achieving the popular and
critical acclaim he himself
could not as a fellow poet.

I say all this hesitantly since
I don't want to say something
damning without having all
the facts in person. Let's just
say that this is what experts
and biographers have said,
and I'm paraphrasing. When
historians and literary pro-

fessors and progeny as a
whole appear to agree that he
was a subpar poet, which
perhaps factored into how he
treated Sylvia—the whole
leaving his family and his two
kids for a new start or what-
ever—it might very well be
that there's other stories of
career-oriented, driven, pro-
ductive women, one of which I
hope to become, who are often
left by their husbands or
lovers or longtime partners—
for some reason or another.

Chauvinists use it as an
excuse, but really it boils
down to the woman wanting
more for herself and putting
herself first, instead of the
traditional notion that she
should put the family or the
household first. It’s something
that’s messing with my head
especially as of late, as things
get more serious with Boy-
friend. He's so supportive and
helpful around the house, and
we like to have fun together,
but way in the back of my
mind, I can't fully shake the
notion that I need to be
careful—to learn from the
experiences of those who have
come before me: to protect
myself and practice putting
myself first, not necessarily at
the sake of the relationship,
but more so I don’t uphold a

relationship at the sake of my
personal growth and fulfill-
ment.

I don't think that's asking for
too much in this modern
world as a woman. I hate
using that phrase—“as wo-
men”—but let's be real here;
unfortunately, what we per-
ceive as fair or "normal" and
these "modern times" often
fall short of the actual view of
society or certain men, or
even men in general who
consider themselves liberal

and feminist and all the rest.
I ask myself if I'm being

too cynical. Depending on my
mood, I go back and forth.
But all of that to say, I want
to be careful, even in what
seems to me as of now, to be a
fulfilling, supportive relation-
ship with a guy who at sur-
face level to be tolerant and
open-minded and non-judg-
mental. All of this need to
protect myself and not feel
like a fool by ignoring the
lessons of so many women
who came before me—women

who live day to day continu-
ing to suffer some of the same
problems over centuries… I
fear if it's protecting me or
ultimately bringing the rela-
tionship down a peg.

And on that wonderful note,
I ask for your sage advice, my
wise friend. I sign off; until
the next open mic.

With great love,
Sawyer

Dear Kimi, 
Lessons from Women Past 

2020, Art by DENALI
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Bring Me Solace
Frederick Ronan

The desert pulls me in
When there is a treasure working out there
Among the Mirage
Within towering dunes
Blown clear cross the empty lands
By wind so strong, they move landscapes, mountains.

The desert calls me
Dust storms embrace me
With their swirling, dirt awash
With the must of the streets

But they shall
But they swirl
The cyclones, they envelop me
Comforting my soul with their dust,
Their embrace.

Poem | Photograph by Michael Ciampa
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Caption by Photographer
If you have ever eaten at a nice restaurant in this 

city, chances are one of these boats caught your fish. 
Chatham, MA

2020, Photograph by Michael Ciampa



Dear Officemate in Lab, 
Who Shall Remain Nameless

Sawyer K. Ellis

Open Letter | Art by DENALI 
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Hello Dear Friend,

Thank you for being such a
tolerant friend. Though you
are ten years older than me,
you were the closest friend I
had at that cold, clinical lab
where we worked in that little
closet of an office, the two of
us stuck in such close quar-
ters and yet finding ourselves
delving deep into our work
and having fun conversations,
discussions about the mean-
ing of life and where our lives
are headed, and happy hour
in that 10x12 box of an office.

Sometimes we’d share that
little room with two or even
three other people, and with
my anxiety it wasn’t an ideal
situation, but you got me
through those times.

During our many random,
personal conversations, we
wandered into our passion for
writing and films and all sorts
of culture. I remember we
talked about writing a screen-
play for a sitcom based on the
increasingly strange shena-
nigans we’d witness around
the lab: when [redacted] piss-
ed off our PTSD stricken
volunteers and made the lab
subject to an audit; when
[redacted], after much consid-
eration, declared with abso-

lutely no prompting, “I think
for my professional name as a
clinical psychologist, I’ll go
with Dr. [last name].” Oh
really, did you really need to
ruminate all morning to
decide that you would, in f
act, go by your own last
name?

Through all these incid-
ents, you met my incredulous
gaze, and though as scient-
ists, we could have gotten out-
raged at many of them, you
kept a cool head and ap-
proached each moment with
good-natured humor—paint-
ing the strangest of moments
with witty sarcasm, a funny
remark to round out the
riDICKulosity.

When we talked about going
to local writing meet ups, I
appreciated how excited you
got at the idea of pursuing
writing together. And yet
when I shared with you my
hesitation of diving full-force
into group meetings full of
new people and how that
might trigger my anxiety, you
accepted my sheepish admis-
sion with warmth. You told
me that we can start going
when I felt ready, and even
when you could have started
going on your own, you offer-
ed to wait to start this new

hobby, this new adventure to-
gether. I was so touched by
this unexpected show of sup-
port—it’s a moment I think of
often, especially as it came
during a time when I felt a
total lack of a stable social
support system and a general
unanchored drifting… Float-
ing, holding tight to ship-
wrecked debris of my life at
the time, amidst the oncom-
ing waves crashing down on
my will to get out of bed and
come into work every day, my
soul wandering and looking
back at the body clinging des-
perately onto something and
just watching, so deperson-
alized, seeing myself struggle.

You kept me grounded,
providing a home for my un-
tethered soul at the office, at
happy hours, during outside
lectures and lab meetings,
and most importantly, help-
ing me feel at home with
myself—even when I left the
office, walking home by my-
self at night, taking the T to
and from lab, sitting in my
bedroom alone late at night,
reading dense journal articles
in the hollowness of my emp-
ty home, clawing my way
through each sentence to try
to make sense of the jumbled
up words on paper; all the
while thinking of my place in

the lab, of my place at this
time in my life.

Though our time together
was brief, in those short three
months you left an indelible
mark on this lost girl, fulfill-
ing the role of a mentor who
shined a light on so much

more than my career with
your advice, rather guiding
me with a way to view life
going forward: full of opti-
mism in the face of soul-
crushing mundanity. Your
humor, your grace, your
acceptance...

Thank you for being the
role model I never expected to

be blessed with, and for being
a friend I looked forward to
seeing every morning. What a
wonderful fortune to be able
to call you my friend.

With the greatest respect 
and friendly love,

Sawyer

2020, Art by DENALI
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In the Distance, Some Time

2020, Pencil by Michelle Kie

“In the Distance, Some Time”

2020, Photograph by Michael Ciampa

Caption by Photographer
An adventure on the blue line, after getting purposely lost I 

stumbled onto this coastal landscape, I was floored to see it was 
indeed still part of the city.



Striving for Goodness: 
A Valiant Challenge

Sawyer K. Ellis

Reflections from the Bunker
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Dear Friend,

Here I am finally delivering
on the promise of sending you
a letter. It's only a few years
late; better late than never…

It was so good to see you
and hear from you again. You
look really happy—you've got
a glow about you. Does this
mean everything at work is
going great? And family? And
friends?

Seeing the apartment
brought back so many good
memories… I remember thin-
king how very adult and
mature you and Sam were to
live your independent lives in
the big city with your own
beautiful place. You are such
a role model of a friend.

I love that we can be com-
fortable whenever we talk, no
matter how much time has
passed since the last conver-
sation. You have always been
so supportive and considerate
of my feelings and POV, and
for that I am always grateful.

Our last conversation re-
minds me of the philosophers
Locke and Hobbes. Locke said
that we as babies are born as
blank slates: the tabula rasa
and whatnot. People like to
admire him for being positive
or an optimist, but I think
Hobbes is onto something: I
mean haven't we seen how

greedy and instinctively power

greedy and instinctively power
-hungry kids can be? It's a
real Lord of the Flies situation
out there on the playground.

As a one-time biologist
perhaps you'll understand
where I'm coming from: hu-
mans are a special breed of
monkeys. That is to say, we
are at our core simply animals
—once we acknowledge this,
then we can move forward,
accepting that we are all
driven by a primitive Darwin-
istic need to survive and out-
compete others. I don't believe
Hobbes to be a cynic or pessi-
mist; it simply is reality.

Technology allows us the lib-
erty to address our faults and
shortcomings and to improve
upon them, unlike those who
believe we should idolize ba-
bies and go back to sucking
our thumbs… which is to say
that the Hobbesian perspec-
tive liberates us to face our
nature and aspire towards
more.

Locke burdens me by tell-
ing me that there is some
ideal state I was at once as a
baby and relegates us to the
impossible task of living up to
flawless expectations. Hobbes
frees me to accept myself for
my "imperfections.” I can as-
pire to be a good person—it
takes work to be kind.

I like the idea that goodness
is something we should strive
for, otherwise we tend to write
off goodness as a character
trait that we either do or do
not have.

In fact, for this reason
Hobbes may provide a path to
become a real optimist, more
so than the other philoso-
phers. Of course, these are
based on my own interpre-
tations of these philosophers’
work, and I may have over-
simplified, but the point is, I’m
inspired to more… more than
most other things, to be a good
person: to my friends, to my
family, to my neighbors, those
I may influence with my writ-
ing, and last but not least,
myself.

I’m fascinated by the fact
that the written word allows
me to express some of my
thoughts to you more arti-
culately than I would over
FaceTime or on the spot at a
cafe for a weekly or monthly
cappuccino catch-up. Besides,
we must make time for lighter
conversations and direct calls
are really more for joking
around and laughing together.

Hope all is well with your
family. I send them my
wholehearted best and good
wholesome vibes.

With love,
Sawyer2020, Photograph by Michael Ciampa



Life is Doing Planks
Sawyer K. Ellis

Boy have I got thoughts
racing, racing around my
mind this morning. I woke up
peaceful, calm, from a heart-
cozying dream; it's funny to
realize that even during the
night, I was… productive. I
was efficient, getting things
done. I suppose it's to make
up in some part for the way I
don't feel in my real life.
Waking up was serene, which
was quickly followed by dis-
appointment that I would
need to fulfill what my
dreams foresaw in order to
feel that way again.

Sun’s out. An uncommonly
crisp breeze blows in through
my otherwise humid, sticky
room this Boston summer.
It’s an infrequent reprieve;
something to look forward to
throughout the day. Going
outside is off the table.
Sweating buckets, even with-
out the semblance of ladyship
that I so try to put together,
is a terrifying, exhausting
ordeal. But the outdoors
await, after weeks of hiding
out in the marginal comfort
of my partly shaded room.
That'll be something to lift
my spirits. I wonder if I’ll
actually convince myself to
make it outside. I'll try—I’ll
try my darndest.

Sometimes it's so hard, so
very hard, to try so hard all

the time. And try as I might
there are days when trying
just isn't good enough; but as
I heard someone say once,
you’ve got to do it every day.
That's the hard part. The
challenge isn't the “doing it”;
it’s the “doing of it.” I guess
it's true.

I tried again. This time I
reverted back to the much
praised, much attempted five
minute method. Whatever
task takes up valuable real
estate in my mind and stays
there like an annoying
brother nagging me, oh so
incessantly, I do that some-
thing for five minutes, then I
keep going. The power of
inertia—it really is the driv-
ing force in my life. Even five
minutes might sound like an
overwhelming hurdle to
those not used to breaking
through it. Eventually what
converted me was attempt-
ting—the key is to act with-
out thinking—in 15 second
increments. Then 30 seconds,
then a minute… Upping the
ante, like practicing planks.

I love doing planks
nowadays, a phrase I couldn’t
have fathomed I would ever
utter. Perhaps I'll grow to
love the “doing”, as I have
grown to tolerate, look for-
ward to, then finally love the
planks I do every few hours
now.

I’ve thought long and hard
about planks. The necessary
evil that is pilates and HIIT
training that I took up on a
whimsy after a breakup to
get that revenge body. But
now it’s more for me; I love
doing planks, oh so much. It's
that inertia. All I have to do
is just… be. And hurt as it
may, I breathe through the
pain, a familiar feeling I
must say. It’s still so very
hard sometimes, more so
some days than others, but
it's the trying, that staying
still, sucking in the pain I
internalize, which I relate to
the most. I guess life is like
doing a series of longer and
longer planks. I have to keep
holding on, screaming inter-
nally, waiting for the session
to end, clinging on for dear
life until it's over.

Maybe it's the trying
every day, making 15 second
increments, maybe even five
second increments, giving at
least 20% of myself. I no
longer hold myself to some
overwhelming standard. Giv-
ing it my all, operating on
110%, putting it all out the
on the court, all that is
overrated—such are the lives
of professional athletes. And
that is something I am
clearly not. I’ve embraced the
average-ness of my being,
and that is still worthwhile.

Reflections from the Bunker
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20% is a low number. I’ve
settled on 20%, a la Maria
Bamford’s philosophy on life.
I've come into myself. I have
come simply to be. I’ve cho-
sen to be satisfied—it's one
thing to set low standards,
and yet an entirely other
thing to set practical ones
that move me forward. 20%
leads me to overcome that
feeling of overwhelming
freeze—the freeze that set-
tles within when I embark on
a new venture or attempt to
follow through with commit-
ments I’ve blown out of
proportion, or even the sim-
ple act of getting out of bed.

I’ve realized that the high
bar I used to hold myself to
was me desperately clinging
to the notion that I wanted to
be the best, the best at some
thing, the best at whatever I
set my mind to—but I am the
best that I am able to be,

even if it’s 20% of me. A daily
20% beats an inconsistent
110%.

I think I can have… I don't
think it's possible to have…
both. Why not let myself do
all the things I want to do,
for myself, for others, to look
back as an elderly lady at the
end of her life and say, “Yes.
I’ve tried it all. I did what I
could, and I did it all.” Then
at least I wouldn’t have spent
the hours of diminishing
return expending time and
effort on work unfulfilling, on
a path in life I long knew to
be not my own, missing out
on the passion of doing, of
finding something of purpose
in my life.

Life is a series of longer and
longer planks. I take it 15
seconds at a time. I don’t
think about much else other

than the pain, and how that
pain can feel so good.
Because I know that after it’s
over, I can feel better about
having gotten through it, the
accomplishment that beats
the frozen ambiguity of
should-ing and could-ing. The
pain that grows me, the pain
that strengthens me, the
pain that lights an avenue
toward a future I more clear-
ly see each time I tighten my
core, my resolve, my forti-
tude.

I do it every day. I do it
every night. I do it every,
every time. Whether it’s a
measly five seconds or a
minute, or even when I give a
whopping 80%, I do it every
day.

I do the thing, and the
thing gives me life. So today I
guess I'll get out of bed and
start my day with a plank.
Let's not get crazy—I’ll start
with 15 seconds.

2020, Painting by DENALI
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Sawyer K. Ellis

Be pleased in the voice
Perfected over years 
Curious,
Prepared,
For disappointment. 

Turn to look 
Unexpected, 
Would a new be built,
Filled with inexplicable people. 

Look at it, 
Lying in the heat,
Balancing, 
Saying, 
“Never.” 

Waiting at the door,
Coming, standing, 
Save for the fire. 
Someone told spoke 
Of the responsible 
That had just ill and passionate, 
Precise,
Worried, 
Assume and encourage
Convinced that they need 
To tend
To see
Passed did she. 

Dusk fell, rig and bait.
Throw them, 
Drive, 
Swooping at sunrise,
Hook, 
Take, 
Collect and relish
The found time 
Loved, thoughtful, fascinated, 
A strange and wonderful life
Of all peculiarity and the odd. 

Energy, 
The insanity,
Worse would come, 
Sounding issues. 
One victim notoriously expunged
A sound familiar.
She said, “I can’t!
But… I kind of miss it.” 
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Sawyer K. Ellis
Corralled into the stray
Doing the needed
A lunatic, kidding, asked
“Strike?” 
The perfect would scream for 
Me, heard muttering 
On the crowded bar. 

Anyone likely caught
Scenes that pique nostalgia, 
Only from the ordinary. 
Audio tracks become even more 
Proustian when you listen,
Imagination brings you to those 
places,
Situations, 
Even the intimate, echoing. 
A generation disapproved,
Listening to the shadow. 

Hundreds argue the honor,
The chief said:
“We all feel
For normality,
A comfort,
A reminder that 
THIS will be over.
Listen.
Again,” 
She said,
She cried. 
And she heard. 

Longevity died in a crash
At the age of forty
Most restless,
Smolder and flare
The image, the size 
Of a looming possessive 
The neat will, his pleasure.
Then, the plague arrives. 
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